With a natural scent of Nordic nature
these candles represents our love for
Danish traditions and our dedication to
pure Nordic fragrances. It’s the essence
of Denmark, shaped and formed by a
long history of Kings and Queens and
the incredible forces of wild nature.

VALDEMAR

In the m iddle of the true Nordic nature
where wood and fire gives light and
life, you w ill ex perience the essence of
Valdemar, a scent of a distant smoke
rising from the fireplace into the
eternity of fresh air.

KAROLINE

Karoline is the feeling of tender
female sensuality, a delicate
fragrance of w ild rose f lowers
on a lazy, warm day in the
sun, a sum mer memory that
em braces your thoughts and
lights up long, dark nights.

HARALD

The streng th of nature is enormous,
like a tale of a w indswept and rock y
w ilderness. That is the essence of
Harald, a uniq ue com bination of w ild
herbs, green moss and old wood.

CHRISTIAN

Step into the deep, dark forests
where time stands still and secrets
are born . Christian combines the
natural scents of the forest with
both the wisdom and the spirit
of the old trees and green leaves.

INGRID

Ingrid is the magic of that one
moment when blue ocean meets
grey sand, a wave of fresh sea
notes that w ill set you free and
allow your imagination to wander.

Scented candles

FREDERIK

Way out west, where the gentle m ist
from the marsh meets the storms
of The North Sea, you w ill find the
essence of Frederik, a fragrance full
of green notes and the my ths of a
torn landscape.

SOFIE

Imagine an evening walk
in the shade of the tall
linden trees above. That is
the essence of Sofie, a warm
and blossomy scent that w ill
rem ind you of the peace of
m ind that follows after a
long sum mer day.

MARIE

Marie is a small piece of authentic
nature in the middle of the city. She
will take your heart and mind on an
inspiring walk through the life of
streets and parks, a fusion of fruity
and green scents.

Harald
Aromatic Herbs
2100-02
2300-02

1 wick · 45 hours burning time
3 wicks · 90 hours burning time

HARALD

The strength of nature is enormous,
like a tale of a windswept and rocky
wilderness. That is the essence of
Harald, a unique combination of wild
herbs, green moss and old wood.

HARALD
The strength of nature is enormous,
like a tale of a windswept and rocky
wilderness. That is the essence of
Harald, a unique combination of wild
herbs, green moss and old wood.

Karoline
Garden of Roses
2100-03
2300-03

1 wick · 45 hours burning time
3 wicks · 90 hours burning time

KAROLINE

Karoline is the feeling of tender
female sensuality, a delicate
fragrance of wild rose flowers
on a lazy, warm day in the
sun, a summer memory that
embraces your thoughts and
lights up long, dark nights.

KAROLINE
Karoline is the feeling of a tender
female sensuality, a delicate fragrance
of wild rose flowers on a lazy, warm
day in the sun, a summer memory that
will embrace your thoughts and light
up long, dark nights.

Sofie
Linden Tree
2100-04
2300-04

1 wick · 45 hours burning time
3 wicks · 90 hours burning time

SOFIE

Imagine an evening walk
in the shade of the tall
linden trees above. That is
the essence of Sofie, a warm
and blossomy scent that will
remind you of the peace of
mind that follows after a long
summer day.

SOFIE

Imagine an evening walk in the
shade of the tall linden trees above.
That is the essence of Sofie, a warm
and blossomy scent that will remind
you of the peace of mind that follows
after a long summer day.

Christian
Forest
2100-05
2300-05

1 wick · 45 hours burning time
3 wicks · 90 hours burning time

CHRISTIAN

Step into the deep, dark forests
where time stands still and secrets
are born. Christian combines the
natural scents of the forest with
both the wisdom and the spirit
of the old trees and green leaves.

CHRISTIAN
Step into the deep, dark forests
where time stands still and secrets
are born. Christian combines the
natural scents of the forest with
both the wisdom and the spirit
of the old trees and green leaves.

Ingrid
Sea spray/Sea fresh
2100-06
2300-06

1 wick · 45 hours burning time
3 wicks · 90 hours burning time

INGRID

Ingrid is the magic of that one
moment when blue ocean meets
grey sand, a wave of fresh sea
notes that will set you free and
allow your imagination to wander.

INGRID
Ingrid is the magic of that one
moment when blue ocean meets
grey sand, a wave of fresh sea
notes that will set you free and
allow your imagination to wander.

Valdemar
Smoke from Bornholm Huts
2100-07
2300-07

1 wick · 45 hours burning time
3 wicks · 90 hours burning time

VALDEMAR

In the middle of the true Nordic nature
where wood and fire gives light and
life, you will experience the essence
of Valdemar, a scent of a distant smoke
rising from the fireplace into the
eternity of fresh air.

VALDEMAR
In the middle of the true Nordic
nature where wood and fire gives
light and life, you will experience
the essence of Valdemar, a scent of a
distant smoke rising from the fireplace
into the eternity of fresh air.

Frederik
The Marsh Landscape
2100-08
2300-08

1 wick · 45 hours burning time
3 wicks · 90 hours burning time

FREDERIK

Way out west, where the gentle mist
from the marsh meets the storms
of The North Sea, you will find the
essence of Frederik, a fragrance full
of green notes and the myths of a
torn landscape.

FREDERIK
Way out west, where the gentle mist
from the marsh meets the storms
of The North Sea, you will find the
essence of Frederik, a fragrance full
of green notes and the myths of a
torn landscape.

Marie
Botanic Garden
2100-09
2300-09

1 wick · 45 hours burning time
3 wicks · 90 hours burning time

MARIE

Marie is a small piece of authentic
nature in the middle of the city. She
will take your heart and mind on an
inspiring walk through the life of
streets and parks, a fusion of fruity
and green scents.

MARIE
Marie is a small piece of authentic
nature in the middle of the city. She
will take your heart and mind on an
inspiring walk through the life of
streets and parks, a fusion of fruity
and green scents.

Ester & Erik is a family-founded company based on good
craftsmanship – and with a long tradition for quality
candles made with dedication and care.

1 wick
45 hours burning time

3 wick s
90 hours burning time

Matches

CHRISTIAN
Step into the deep, dark forests
where time stands still and secrets
are born . Christian combines the
natural scents of the forest with
both the wisdom and the spirit
of the old trees and green leaves.

Ester & Erik is a family-founded company based on
good craftsmanship – and with a long tradition for
quality candles handmade with dedication and care.

CHRISTIAN
Step into the deep, dark forests
where time stands still and secrets
are born . Christian combines the
natural scents of the forest with
both the wisdom and the spirit
of the old trees and green leaves.

POS

HARALD

KAROLINE

The streng th of nature is enormous. So is Harald, a manifestation
of a w indblow n and rock y w ilderness, the natural scents of free
grow ing herbs and mossy wood.

CHRISTIAN

The fregrance of karoline tells a
story of tenderness, sensuality,
conviction and let you feel the
m ild scent of sum mer f lowers.

SOFIE

The fregrance of karoline tells a story
of tenderness, sensuality, conviction
and let you feel the m ild scent of
sum mer f lowers. Totatiae sum doluptu repellatiam alibusa musdandel
illupti dempor sam lit escit ped.

Karoline is the feeling of tender
female sensuality, a delicate
fragrance of w ild rose f lowers
on a lazy, warm day in the
sun, a sum mer memory that
em braces your thoughts and
lights up long, dark nights.

SOFIE
SOFIE

The fregrance of karoline
tells a story of tenderness,
sensuality, conviction and
let you feel the m ild scent
of sum mer f lowers. Totatiae
sum doluptu repellatiam
alibusa musdandel illupti
dempor sam lit escit ped.

KAROLINE

The fregrance of karoline tells a story
of tenderness, sensuality, conviction
and let you feel the m ild scent of
sum mer f lowers. Totatiae sum doluptu repellatiam alibusa musdandel
illupti dempor sam lit escit ped.

HARALD

The fregrance of karoline tells a story
of tenderness, sensuality, conviction
and let you feel the m ild scent of
sum mer f lowers. Totatiae sum doluptu repellatiam alibusa musdandel
illupti dempor sam lit escit ped.
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